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This report has been shared with the permission of the client. Names and identifiable information have
been changed or removed to protect their privacy. Please note that maps in actual reports would contain
more navigational markers (such as roads) than those included in this example.

Farm Example Land Walk Report
Agroecologist: Luke Robert Gran

Land Walk Date: December 22, 2015
Report: January 12, 2016

Client(s): John and Jane Doe

Contact Person: John Doe

Phone(s): (515) 975-6139

Email(s): Email

Home Address: Address

County: County

Summary
Diverse farmer John Doe has made a tremendous impact on Iowa by following his passion to stop dust
storms of soil erosion he remembers as a child. His journey as a farmer has spanned an incredible period
in history, from the end of the commonplace sighting of the moldboard plow to no-till and genetically
modified crops. The Doe Farms’ mission statement is, “To produce abundant crops while saving precious
topsoil,” but John is exploring how he might incorporate “improving water quality” into that mission. Doe
Farms is located in the Des Moines Lobe geological formation, where ponding in former prairie/wetland
soils causes some ground to be unprofitable for annual row crops in most years.
There are diverse opportunities available to address the goals of Doe Farms. These include adding field
complexity and enterprise diversity to bring the next generation of the family into the farm, reconstructing
native prairie and/or wetlands to improve water quality, adding perennial vegetation field borders and
installing “saturated buffers” in these perennial zones to filter nitrate leaving tile lines. Another practice
proven to improve yield, soil conservation, wildlife habitat, and aesthetic value are field windbreaks, also
called shelterbelts. Finally, continuing to improve soil quality with more aggressive cover cropping,
maintaining a small grain crop in the rotation, and enhancing the farmstead windbreak for another 100
years of good farming and living on the plains of north central part of County County.
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